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ABSTRACT 
The relationship between two combinatorial problems i  explained in this paper. The first prob- 
lem is the well known travelling salesman problem. The other problem, the seriation problem, is 
frequently encountered in archeology and has applications in genetics and in graph theory. Recent 
efforts to solve the seriation problem have produced numerous statistical nd heuristic solutions. 
However algorithms that produce global optima remain very unsatisfactory. A new exact algorithm 
based on the interdependence between the travelling salesman problem and the seriation problem 
is presented here. It can handle larger problems than any of the existing exact algorithms. 
1. INTRODUCTION tween two complex combinatorial problems. 
The relationship between two combinatorial problems 
is explained in this paper. The first one, the travelling 
salesman problem (TSP) is well known and has re- 
ceived a great deal of attention over the last twenty 
years. This interest is largely explained by the contrast 
between the simple formulation of the TSP and the 
difficulty in reaching its optimal solution. The seria- 
tion problem (SP) is less known in operational research 
although it is frequently encountered in the archeolo- 
gical literature. In simple terms, it consists in finding 
the best ordering of the rows of a (0,1) matrix and is 
normally related to the chronological ordering of 
objects in archeology. Its formulation and applications 
are given in se.ctions 5 and 6. 
There exist very few exact algo/ithms for the SP and 
most of them ~re inadequate. In fact, the SP appears 
to be much more difficult than a TSP of the same size. 
The relationship between the two problems has already 
been exploited by Wilkinson [27, 28] but only in a 
special case of the SP. Our approach ismore general 
and the results derived from it enable the construction 
of a new algorithm for the SP. There is no agreement 
as to what exactly is meant by solving the SP. We have 
chosen Doran and Powell's definition [9] which not 
only can be applied to archeological situations but also 
to genetics problems [5] and to scheduling problems 
[1]. Our algorithm, being exact, cannot handle prob- 
lems as large as those solved sub-optimally in the 
archeological literature .g. [7, 8, 28], and may there- 
fore not be suitable to archeologists whose first aim 
it is to find quickly a practical solution to sometimes 
very sizeable problems. We fed however that our 
method will prove useful in many contexts and that it 
throws some light on an interesting relationship be- 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
The following definitions and notation will be used 
throughout the paper :
Definition 1 (Baumslag and Chandler [2], p. 56) 
Let X be a non-empty set and let ¢ be a one to one 
mapping of X onto X. ~b is called a permutation (or 
permutation of X). 
Notation 
(1) Np= {1 ..... p} 
(2) ~ (X) = {# : ~ is a permutation of X)  
(3) I fX = Np, we simply write ~(X) = ~b(p) 
(4) Let ~b ~ ~ (p). ¢ can be regarded as a function 
which associates p elements o p positions. 
If i, j ~ Np, we write ~b(i) = j if and only if posi- 
tion i is occupied by element j 
(5) Let V be a vector or a matrix. V T denotes the 
transpose of V. 
Definition 2 
Let ~ ~ ~(p). Let II~ = II =~zij ) be a p x p (0,1) 
matrix defined as follows : 
~10 if~(i) = J 
aij = otherwise 
II¢ = fI is called a permutation matrix. 
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N.B. : There is a one to one correspondance b tween 
¢ and II¢ 
Notation 
(1) P(p)= {I-I¢ : ee¢(p)} 
(2) Ip = (1 . . . . .  p)T 
Definition 3 
Let ¢ ~ ¢(p). Then the vector 110 Ip = [¢(1),..,¢(p)]T 
is referred to as an ordering. 
3. THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM 
The travelling salesman problem is well known. It 
can be formulated as follows : given a p x p distance 
matrix A = (~.-) between p points (or cities), find .13 
¢ ~ ¢(p) whicl/minimises 
f (¢ )=~¢(p) '  ¢(1) + p~l 8¢(i) ¢(i+1)" 
i=1 
A circular tour (or Hamiltonian circuit) 
[¢(1) ...... ¢ (p), 0(1)] T will be more simply written 
as - "  
II¢ Ip = [¢(I) ..... ¢(p)]T 
In spite of all the effort made to solve the TSP over 
the last twenty years, proven optimal solutions can 
still only be reached for relatively small values of p. 
4. THE SERIATION PROBLEM - INTRODUCTION 
Unlike the travelling salesman problem, the seriation 
problem has not received a great deal of attention by 
operational researchers. 
It was first mentioned in a paper by Petrie [24] in 
1899 in relation to a classification problem encoun- 
tered in archeology and was almost forgotten until 
the 1950's when the first serious teps were taken to- 
wards its solution by scientific methods. Although 
the sedation problem has mostly been discussed in the 
context of ~cheology and of some related sciences, it
has received the attention of some reputed mathema- 
ticians and statisticians over the last few years. Its 
applications to genetics were known in 1951 [6] and, 
in I965, Fulkerson and Gross [11] mentioned its im- 
portance in graph theory. 
The sedation problem has been studied in a wide 
variety of contexts and from different standpoints. 
The terminology varies from one author to the next 
and there is a difference in motivation between those 
who want to solve the practical (archeological) prob- 
lem and those who are interested in the solution to 
the theoretical (combinatorial) problem. 
In the next section, we introduce the notation and 
concepts necessary for the understanding of the seria- 
tion problem. Its main applications are discussed in 
section 6 and an algorithm for its solution is presented 
in section 7. 
5.  THE SERIATION PROBLEM - NOTATION, DEFI- 
NITIONS AND PROPOSITIONS 
Definition 4 
Let E = (eij) be a p x q matrix. E is apresence-absence 
matrix if and only i fei j  = 0 or eij = 1 (i = 1 ..... p, 
j = 1 ..... q). In what follows, it will be assumed that 
each column of E contains at least two l's. 
Defmition 5 (Kendall [18] ) " 
A presence-absence matrix is a P-matrix if and only if 
in each column the non-zero elements are consecutive. 
Defmition 6 (Kendall [18]) 
A p x q presence-absence matrix E is a pre-P-matrix if
and only if there exists 1I e P (p) such that HE is a 
P-matrix. 
Definition 7 
Let E = (eij) be a'presence-absence matrix. A 1-match 
is a set {eij, ei+ 1,j} such that eij = e l+l ,  j = 1. 
The seriation problem can be stated as follows : given 
a presence-absence matrix E = (eij), find a permuta- 
tion matrix II such that HE approximates the P-pat- 
tern as closely as possible. If E is pre-P, HE should be 
a P-matrix. 
The problem has been solved by Fulkerson and Gross 
[11] for the case where E is a pre-P matrix. I rE is not 
pre-P, the solution depends almost entirely on what is 
meant by "approximating the P pattern as closely as 
possible" and is related to the definition of a correla- 
tion matrix and/or to the choice of an appropriate 
objective function. 
Definition 8 
Let E be a p x q presence-absence matrix and let 
V= (aij) be defined by 
q elk .e jk  , i.e. V =EE T. 
°iJ= k=l  
V is called the correlation matrix of E. 
Let A = (~ ij) be defined by 
~ij = q-  °ij" 
Definition 9 
E is an H-matrix (Hamiltonian matrix) if and only if 
V¢ e ,  (p). 
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If E is not an H-matrix, there always exists a permuta- 
tion matrix II such that l ie  is an H-matrix. 
III_ is the optimal tour obtained from the solution 
P 
of the travelling salesman with the cost matrix A. 
Proposition 1 
Let E be a p x q presence-absence matrix containing 
at least one row of  zeros. E is an H-matrix if and only 
if 
~(E) ~ #(I IE)  V I Ie  P(p) 
where/1 (E) is the number of 1-matches of  E. 
_Proof: Suppose E is an H-matrix. Then 
Since E contains at least one row of  zeros, we have 
8i, i+ 1 = q for at least one i or 6p, 1 = q" 
Without loss of generality (by relabelling the rows of 
E) we can assume that 
~$p, 1 = q" 
Therefore : 
E is an H-matrix 
following problems associated with E : 
(P1) The (seriation) problem which consists in Eroding 
/I~ ~ P (p) such that 
<  (nE) v lie V(p) 
(P2) The (travelling salesman) problem which consists 
in finding II~ ~ P (p) such that 
U*=U(II~E) ~ U(IIE) vne  P(p) 
[/~(E) is the number of 1-matches of  E]. 
Proposition 2
q P 
(i) ~*>( .Z  2; eij ) -q  
j= l  i=1 
Proof: 
q q P 
v II eP(P)' ~(IIE) =jZl(~i-ai) ~=- -  j~l [(i=lx ev)- 1 ] j  
q P 
=(j~l  i=lX ei. )J -q 
Therefore : 
q P 
= (j Z e i j ) -  q 51 i=1 
p-1 
(p -1) q + i-=~l (- °i' i + 1) + q is minimised ~* 
p-1 




(elk' ei+ 1,k). is maxirnised-~ 
/.tie ) ;~ g. (liE) VII e P (p). 
Definition 10 (Kendall [19], Doran [8]) 
Let E = (e..) be a p x q presence-absence matrix. The tj 
score of E is deemed as 
q 
I c j-q  
where 
aj is the row index of the first non-zero element in 
column j, 
/3j is the row index of the last non-zero element in 
column j. 
The problem considered in this paper consists in find- 
ing II* ~ P(p) such that 
(II*E) < ~ (HE) VII ~ P(p) 
If E is pre-P, then II*E is a P-matrix. 
Let E be a p x q presence-absence matrix containing 
at least one row of  zeros and let us consider the two 
q P 
(j ~ eij) -q  (ii) #*< 51 i=l  
];*roof: 
Let II Ip = [¢(1) ..... ,(p)]T, 
q p-1 
u(HE)= ~ Z j=l i=1%(i),j e¢(i+l),j 
q P 
< j~=l[(i~ 1 e, (i),j) - i] 
=j 1 [( 1 eij) - 1] (sincei=l ~ ei'=J i~-I e¢( i ) ' j ) -  
q P 




u* = U(II~E) g (iZ=l I~ eij ) - q 
j= l  
The following are equivalent : (m) 
II ~ P (p) 
(1) E is pre-P 
q P 
(j ~ eij) - q (2) ~*= ~i i=1 
(3) u*= ( j~. ~: " i=l  eij) - q 
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Proof: 
Wilkinson [27] proved that (1) and (2) are equivalent. 
Let us prove that (1) and (3) are equivalent. 
(a) Assume that E is pre-P. Then 3 lI e P (p) such that 
the non-zero elements in each column of lIe are 
consecutive. 
Let lI Ip = [¢ (1) ..... 0 (p)]T. 
Then 
q p-1 
/~* ~/~(FLE) = Z 
j= l  i=1 e~(i)'J e~(i+l),J  
q P 
=j_z I 1] 
q P 
=(j ~ el j) - q 31 i=l 
By part (ii) it follows that : 
q P 
=(j ~ eij) - q P* 51 i=l 
q P 
(b) Assume that//* = (j~l= i=l Z e;;)~a_ - q" 
* Ip, [¢*(1) ..... #. (p)]T. Let lI2 - 
For each column j we have 
p-1 p 
~; 
i=l e~*(i)'J e¢*(i+l) ' J  < (i~l eo*(i) ' j ) -  1 
P 
=(i~1 eij )-I 
If E is not pre-P, the strict inequality holds for at least 
one j and therefore : • :" 
q p 
j=l i=1 e#*(i)'J e¢*(i+l),J 
q P 
< (jZ=I i=!Y" eij) - q' i.e. a contradiction 
q P 
j3 ~; eij)- q, then (iv) I f /a*<c¢ ( 1 i=1 
q P 
~*~ (2 ~ ~: ii -2q-c. j 1 i=1 e)  
Proof: 
The use of embedded zeros in the following argument 
should make it easier to visualise. Embedded zeros are 
comprised between two l's in a column of a presence- 
absence matrix. Thus matrix E of section 7.4 has 3 
embedded zeros. 
Since//* < c and by part (iii), li~E has at least 
q P 
(j ~ eij ) - q - c embedded zeros. 
31 i =1 
Therefore, using (iii) again we have 
q P q P 
~(liE)>[(.~ Z eij)-q]+[(.Z Z eij)-q-c ] 
j=l i=1 j=l i=1 
V l ie  P (p) 
q P 
i.e. ~(r iE)>(2j31 i=lZ e i j ) -2q -c .  
In particular, 
q P 
~*=~(ri~E)~(2j31 i=1Z eij)-2q-c 
(v) If 3 rl o e P (p) such that 
q P 
~(lioE)= (2 jZ=I iZ---1 eij) -2q-/~* 
then ~* = ~(IIoE )
Proof: 
By part (iii), IIE has at least 
q P 
[(j~=l i=lZ eij ) -q -#*]  
embedded zeros V 11 e P (p). 
Therefore : 
q P q P 
~(r iE)~[( j~l  i=l ~ ei j ) -q]+[( j~=l i=l ~ eij ) -q-t [*]  
= ~ (lIoE), v l I  e P(p) 
Therefore 
~* = ~(NoE). 
It is obvious that (v) is a stronger proposition than (iii) 
since it states that the solution to P2 can be the solu- 
tion to P1 even ff E is not pre-P. 
6. THE SERIATION PROBLEM - APPLICATIONS 
We shall distinguish between two types of applications 
of the seriation problem : 
(1) Those which consist in determining whether a
presence-absence matrix is a pre-P matrix or not. 
(2) Those for which it is necessary to permute the rows 
of a presence-absence matrix E in order to approxi- 
mate the P pattern as closely as possible. In this 
paper, this is equivalent to finding a permutation 
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matrix II such that l ie is of least score. 
We shall consider two applications of the first kind. 
The first one is related to graph theory and was stimu- 
lated by the second application, a problem encountered 
in genetics. Let us describe the graph theory problem 
first. 
Definition 10 (Fulkerson and Gross [11]) 
An overlap graph consists of vertices i corresponding 
to sets S i and of undirected arcs (i, j) if S i and Sj have 
a non-empty intersection which is properly included 
in S i and in Sj. 
Definition 11 (Fulkerson and Gross [11]) 
An overlap graph G is an intervatgraph if each set 
represented by its vertices can be taken as an interval 
on the real line. 
The problem of determining whether an overlap graph 
is an interval graph has been solved by Gilmore and 
Hoffman [12] but was associated with pre-P matrices 
later by Fulkerson and Gross [11]. In order to explain 
this association, a few concepts need to be introduced. 
DeFinition 12 (Fulkerson and Gross [11]) 
Let G be an undirected graph having no multiple dges 
or loops. A clique is a set of vertices of G, all pairs of 
which are joined by an edge. 
The cliques of G can be partially ordered by inclusion. 
Definition 13 
A dominant clique is a clique which is contained in no 
other clique. 
The following proposition was proved by Fnlkerson 
and Gross [11]. We do not give the proof here. 
Proposition 3 (Fulkerson and Gross [11]) 
A graph G is an interval graph if and only if its (domi- 
nant clique) versus (vertex) incidence matrix is a pre-P- 
matrix. 
In genetics, the problem of determining whether agraph 
is an interval graph is a question of finding out whether 
the subelements of a gene are linked together in a linear 
order [5]. 
Genes appear either in their standard form or as mutants 
when some connected part of their structure has been 
altered. By performing suitable xperiments, it is pos- 
sible to determine whether the blemished parts of two 
mutants intersect or not. If the associated overlap graph 
is an interval graph, the structure of the gene is com- 
patible with a linear model. 
The problem of determining whether apresence-ab- 
sence matrix is a pre-P-matrix can be solved by means 
of a very efficient algorithm [11] and is therefore l ss 
interesting than the more general problem of obtain- 
ing the closest approximation to the P pattern. 
The main applications of the seriation problem arise 
in archeology, in anthropology and in epigraphy. It is 
normally related to the question of establishing chrono- 
logical relationships between objects on the basis of 
their characteristics. Each entry eij of a presence- 
absence matrix E denotes the presence (eij = 1) or the 
absence (eij= 0) of characteristicj n object i. 
The basic hypothesis underlying the archeological 
seriation problem is that characteristics tend to be 
present in all objects occuring during a certain period 
of time. The best chronology isgiven by the ordering 
of the rows of E which approximates the P pattern 
best. Most seriation techniques do not specify which 
end of the permuted matrix corresponds tothe begin- 
ning of the chronology, although this should always 
be obvious on the basis of external evidence alone. 
The most common example in the literature is that 
where the objects to be seriated are p graves and where 
the characteristics are q different kinds of objects that 
the graves contain. 
It should be stressed that the principle of the archeolo- 
gical seriation problem is only valid under the hypothe- 
sis stated above. Although this principle is not always 
wholly true (for all presence-absence matrices would 
then be pre-P) it has proved a satisfactory assumption 
for many seriation techniques. The chronology cor- 
responding to the best ordering is only relative and 
does not in any case give the age of the seriated objects. 
Another application of the seriation problem is the 
orchestra rehearsal problem. It has been described by 
Norman [23] (see also [1]) as follows : "Not every 
player in an orchestra isrequired for every piece that is 
to be practised at a rehearsal. If every player arrives just 
in time for the first piece of which he is required and 
leaves immediately after the last piece for which he is 
required, in what order should the pieces be played in 
order to minimise the total time (in man-hours) pent 
by the orchestra in rehearsal ?" 
The problem can be solved by defining apresence- 
absence matrix E = (eij) where 
f l if piece i requires player j 
Eij = [0  otherwise 
and by minimising 
q 
0= 2~ { ~ (1-ei j )  t i )  , 3=1 i= j 
where 
aj,lSj are as in Definition 10. 
t i is the length of piece i. 
7. AN .ALGORITHM FOR THE SERIATION PROB- 
LEM 
7.1. Introduction 
The seriation problem appears to be much more dif- 
ficult than a travelling salesman problem of the same 
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size. Various strategies have been proposed for its solu- 
tion but most of them are approximate. 
Fulkerson and Gross' algorithm [11] is exact but is 
only useful in the case where E is a pre-P presence- 
absence matrix. If E is not pre-P, the algorithm can be 
used to derive a good (but not necessarily optimal) 
solution. 
The only exact algorithms for the SP for which com- 
putational results have been reported are the two 
branch and bound methods developed by Carlisle [7] 
but they can only solve 11 row problems. Doran and 
Powell [9] presented a mathematical programming 
formulation for the problem but no computational 
results. 
The Dynamic Programming formulation given by 
Adelson, Laporte and Norman [1] can easily handle 
most matrices containing up to 16 different rows. The 
computational time is proportional to : 
p2 p (a + bq) 
in the case of a p x q presence-absence matrix where 
a and b are two constants. The DP algorithm is in- 
feasible for larger problems as the memory capacity 
of most computers i soon exceeded. 
We now propose adifferent approach based on the 
results of Proposition 2. The method exploits the 
relationship between the seriation problem and the 
travelling salesman problem. It is most effective when 
the E matrix considered is pre-P or almost pre-P. In 
other cases, it does not always guarantee a solution in 
a reasonable time but can normally handle most 14 
row problems and has produced proven optimal solu- 
tions for some matrices having up to 20 rows. To our 
knowledge, no other exact algorithm has produced 
optimal solutions to the SP for such large values of P. 
Extensive computational experience with test prob- 
lems taken from the archeological literature (including 
the Miisingen-Raln data [16]) is reported in [20]. As 
a matter of interest, all attempted problems with 
p < 10 were solved in less than .3 seconds in the Lon- 
don university CDC 7600 Computer. Solution times 
for harder and larger problems are given in table 1. 
Table 1. Computational results for p > 10 
Problem p q Time (s.) 
1 i2  11 78.782 
2 11 23  4.934 
3 12 16 244.364 
4 11 13 8.046 
5 12 13 40.268 
6 13 16 132.293 
7 14 19 498.010 
8 11 20 98.280 
9 13 11 .764 
10 14 13 65.215 
11 20 32 94.622 
12 18 17 109.361 
13 16 20 129.214 
The execution times are less predictable than those 
obtained with the dynamic programming formulation 
since the performance of the algorithm is highly de- 
pendent on the structure of the input matrix E. Prob- 
lems which are "nearly pre-P" are of course much 
easier to solve. 
Let us consider the two problems (P1 and P2) given 
after Definition 10. The following line of approach 
is suggested by Proposition 2. 
(1) Solve P2. If 
q P 
#*=(Z Z eij )-q. 
j= l  i=1 
E is pre-P and ~*~= ~(li~E). (This follows from -' 
(iii)). 
(2) Solve P2 and find ~(li~E). If 
(3) 
q P 
~(II~E)= (2 jZ__ 1 Z i=1 eij ) -2q -#* '  
then g* = ~(II~E). (This follows from (v)). 
Solve P2 and.iemd e(II~E). If 
q P 
Z eij ) -2q - /~*  > (2 j=z i=1 
~(II~E) may still be the optimal score, or in any case, a 
very good approximation to ~*. Results reported in 
[20] indicate that for 31 matrices extracted from the 
archeological literature (5 < p < 63:3  < q < 64), 
~(/I~E) was on the average within 10 70 of f* .  If P2 
is solved by a branch and bound method, very few 
extra steps will sometimes be required to solve P1. We 
will only have to explore the branches of the tree for 
which 
q P 
(2 jZ__ 1 2; 2q c< ~(li~E) i=1 e i j ) -  - 
where c is an upper bound on tt* on that branch. (This 
follows from (iv)). The tree is extended until a permuta 
tion matrix II has been found such that 
q P 
(2 Z 2; eij ) -2q -c>g( I IE )  
j l i=1  
* II and ~* for all branches. We then have Il l  = = ~(II~E) 
7.2. Algorithms for the travelling salesman problem 
The main branch and bound algorithms currently avail- 
able for the solution of the travelling salesman problem 
are  
(1) Little et al.'s algorithm [21], 
(2) Eastman's [10] and Shapiro's [25] algorithm later 
improved by Bellmore and Malone [3], 
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(3) Held and Karp's algorithm [14, 15] later improved 
by Helbig Hansen and Krarup [13], 
(4) Miliotis' algorithm [22]. 
For further details we refer the reader to the surveys 
of Bellmore and Nemhauser [4], Isaac and Turban [17] 
and Miliotis [22]. 
The importance of these algorithms lies in the fact that 
they can easily be extended to solve the seriation prob- 
lem. At present, he two most efficient methods appear 
to be those of Helbig Hansen and Krarup and of 
Miliotis. These were not available when the work pre- 
sented in this paper was undertaken. Little et al.'s 
algorithm isperfectly suitable for medium size prob- 
lems (12 < p < 20) and can be easily programmed. 
Although the choice Of a better algorithm for the 
travelling salesman problem can reduce the computa- 
tion time for the solution of the seriation problem, 
our experience suggests that this time is more likely 
to be affected by the size of 
and by the number of optimal and near optimal solu- 
tions to P1. 
More precisely, the length of the computation will be 
~fected by the number of feasible solutions to P1 
whose score lies in the interval [~*, ~ (II~E)]. If II~ 
is unique, 
~(li~E) -~* 
is entirely independent of the type of TSP algorithm 
chosen. 
7.3. Application to the seriation problem 
Our aim is to show how some TSP algorithms can be 
applied to the solution of the seriation problem. 
The following rules will be adopted : 
(17 Consider a p x q presence-absence matrix E --- (eij 7 
and add an artificial row of zeros in row p + 1. 
(2) Define a cost matrix A = (8 ij) as follows : 
q 
~k l=q- j~ l  ekj e£j (ks  £; k, £=1 ..... p+l  7 
~kk =~ (k= 1 ..... p+l )  
Steckhan [26] has shown that in a symmetrical TSP 
involving p-cities (p ~ 4), no more than 3(p- 37(p-3)1 
Hamiltonian circuits (tours) can be eliminated from 
consideration without risking losing the shortest one. 
This is done by setting to infinity the costs of the directed 
arcs of an elementary 3-circuit in the graph. 
Our computational experience suggests that Steckhan's 
method is slightly more powerful than that of Little 
et al. [21]. Furthermore when applied to Little et al.'s 
algorithm, it produces better esults if the 3-circuit 
((il, i2), (i2, i3), (i 3, i17) to be eliminated isgiven by 
~i 1,i 2=i¢m~ 6i,j . 
= min 
~i2'i3 j¢ i  I ~i2'J 
j~ i  2 
The rationale for this rule of choice is that it is likely 
to increase by a larger quantity the initial bound of 
the search tree, thus limiting its potential development. 
However, the effect of removing a 3-circuit is likely to 
be very small if p is large. 
(3) Proceed as in Little et al.'s algorithm by always 
branching to the right whenever possible. 
(4) When branching to the left, branch from the 
available node of highest index. 
(5) Eliminate from the search tree all the nodes from 
which no further branching will be made, only 
keeping in store the candidates for the optimal 
solution. 
(6) When a tour is not obtained at a node, a lower 
bound for the SP is calculated from the upper 
bound c on/~* by using the fact that 
q P 
(2j i=1~ eij ) -c.  ~* >I 51 - 2q 
(7) When a tour HI_ is obtained at a node, the bound 
for the SP is sin~ply equal to ~ (lie 7. 
HIp and ~ (liE) are stored if and only ff ~ (liE) is 
less than or equal to the smallest score so far found. 
(87 The algorithm terminates when no more nodes are 
available for branching or when it is discovered that 
E is a pre-P matrix, i.e. when an ordering liIp has 
been found such that 
q P 
(lid) = (.~ 
3=1 i=1 ei j ) -  q" 
These rules do not ensure that the TSP optimum will be 
found. However, in the case where//* is discovered (and 
proven to be optimal) at an early stage the algorithm 
terminates if 
q P 
~(li~E)= (2 jZ=I i=lZ eij ) -2q -p*  
or at a later stage whenever an ordering HIp has been 
found such that 
q P 
g(liE) = (2 ~= Z - , 
i=1 j 1 eij ) 2q-/z* 
• g< 
1.e. in this case, the algorithm terminates a  soon as 1"[1 
has been discovered; no further step is required to 
prove optimality. 
The algorithm does not attempt to optimise P2. The 
extra information provided by gt* would only be useful 
in the case where [ 
q P 
~*= (2 j~l i=lz eij)-2q-;* 
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and does not justify the extra computational effort. 
However, if g* is discovered in the course of the com- 
putation, it is used in the remainder of the algorithm. 
7.4. Example 
1 
0 0 1 1 O[  
1 0 0 1 1 / LetE= 1 1 1 0 1 p=q=5 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 1 
An artificial row of zeros is added to E and the follow- 
ing cost matrix is obtained. 
m 
4 323  
A= 3 00 2 1 
2 2 oo 2 
3 1 2 00 
5 5 5 5 
A 3-circuit is removed from A which becomes 
A= 
00 4 4 3 4 5 
4 00 3 2 3 5 
4 3 °0 2 °0 5 
3 2 00 00 2 5 
4 3 1 00005 
5 5 5 5 5 00 
The results obtained by 
given in table 2 and the 
drawn in Fgure 1.. 
Table 2. Tree table 
applying the algorithm are 
corresponding search tree is 
Node number 
Lower bound 
Origin of  arc  




1 2 3 





4 5 6 7 
12 12 13 13 
1 1 2 2 
6 6 4 4 
3 3 5 5 










Origin of arc 




10 11 12 13 14 15116 17 
00 13 13 12 14 12 13113 
3 3 1 1 6 6 2 2 
2 2 4 4 1 1 61 6 
8 8 4 4!13 13 15115 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
13:~ 
40 = excluded arc, 1 = included arc. 
Since the nodes are eliminated when they are no longer 
needed, the tree table is never stored entirely. In this 
particular problem, never more than 10 nodes are kept 
at any given time. 
13 1 
13  - -12  ~' 12 
• - 13-* -13"  
Fig. 1. Search tree. 
The lower bounds, the included arcs (i, j) and the ex- 
cluded arcs (i, j) are shown on the tree. 
Two score evaluations are made (at nodes 9 and 11). 
The following orderings and scores are obtained. 










The reordered matrix is as follows : 
1 1 1 0 i l  1 1 1 0 
I I*E= 1 0 0 1 
Jk 
1 0 1 1 
0 0 1 1 
7.5. Improving the lower bounds 
The lower bounds for the score at intermediate nodes 
of the tree are found by first calculating a lower bound 
on the number of "non-matches" in the permuted E 
matrix and by adding a constant to that number. When 
an ordering has been obtained, the lower bound is 
equal to the score of the permuted matrix. 
These bounds are sometimes weak and this is reflected 
by the size of the gap between the bound computed in 
the F~rst row of table 2 and the calculated score ff an 
ordering has been obtained at the node. However, we 
can reduce this gap by improving the bounds at inter- 
mediate nodes. Let us first examine the following 
matrix. 
1 o ! i 11o11 
- - i  i 
Let 101101101101 0M 1 q=7 
0 10[_0_1_1 loA io_0_i 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 
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P q 
a=-q+ Z 
i= l  j= l  ei j  
/ /= an upper bound on/ / ( l iE) ,  l i  ~ P (p) 
~-= a lower bound on ~ ( l iE ) ,  II ~ P (p) 
Here we have 
a = 10 ,  = 3,  17,  23  
The size of  the discrepancy between ~- and ~ is ex- 
plained by the fact that ~- is found by adding to a 
the number of  gaps in the matrix whereas ~ is found 
by adding to a the sum of the lengths of  the gaps (13 
in this example). 
When p 1> 4 (otherwise ~-= ~), we can correct his 
situation as follows. Consider the paths Pk (k = 1 ..... h) 
generated by the committed arcs at a given node. For 
each Pk having a length £k exceeding 3, consider the 
corresponding permuted submatrix l ikEk [IIk ~ P(£k)] 
and let 
s k = the sum of the lengths of  the "gaps" in l ikE k , 
t k = the number of  "gaps" in l ikE k 
Then ~ can be increased by 
.h 
(s k - tk) 
k=l  
However, this improvement is not l ikely to be signifi- 
cant in small matrices ince paths of  a length exceed- 
ing 3 are required. The rarity of  such paths in Little 
et al.'s algorithm and the extra computational work 
required outweigh the advantages of  the method. 
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that in the sub- 
matrices I IkEk, the relationship s k > t k will hold 
since the algorithm tends to produce submatrices in
which the number of  matches is maximised. Limited 
computational experience has shown no real advan- 
tage in using this improvement. 
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